
HT report for Parent Council – Tues 7th June 2022 

Staffing 

This term has seen a significant reduction in staff absence and it has been great to have nearly a full 

staff complement each day. One of our PSAs continues to be absent long term with the after effects 

of COVID.    

Following central recruitment three of our temporary teaching staff have been offered permanent 

positions although, unfortunately, not all at Trinity.  Penny Brown and Connor McKay will remain 

with us whilst Stewart Johnson will be moving on.  We wish him all the best in his career.  Germaine 

Fagan and Catherine Wilson are still waiting to hear where they will be placed – both will remain on 

temporary contracts for the foreseeable future.  Orla Campbell has decided to seek employment 

overseas. 

Helen Woodruff returned part time from a career break in Vietnam and Katie Lamb has returned 

part time from maternity leave.  It is great to have them both back on the staff team – feels like they 

have never been away.  Shireen Sherazee will return in August whilst Seaneen Horan will continue 

her secondment to the digital team until Dec 2022. 

We are in the process of recruiting a Pupil Support Officer permanently and have an advert out for 

PSAs. 

Session 2022 / 2023 

Class organisation from August will see us with 4 classes at P1 and 3 classes at stages P2 – P7.  It is 

unlikely that we will need to composite so have moved ahead with planning for 22 classes.    

A class teacher lead at each stage has been established and time is being given to ensure resources 

etc are prepared and ready for Aug 2022.   Two years working with COVID restrictions and impact 

are evident and we are looking forward to hopefully turning our emphasis back to learning and 

teaching across the whole curriculum.  

Classes have been reorganised based on a number of factors.   These, along with teachers, will be 

shared with our learners in time for our Meet Your Teacher event on June 21st.    

Facilities 

We are in the process of re-establishing spaces as they were pre COVID restrictions.  The original 

staff base is to be decorated over the summer holidays and new furniture ordered.  Breakfast club 

will return to using the dining hall along with After School Club.    Active School clubs continue to 

take place in TPS and in Trinity Academy.   The replacement of the windows in the main hall is now 

scheduled to happen over the Summer holidays.   Whilst the kitchen staff moved out of the kitchen 

at the start of this term the works have been very slow to progress.  A meeting is due to take place 

on Tues 31st May with an update on the completion date.  It is unlikely that hot lunches will be of 

offer again until September.   One of the benefits of the daily packed lunch is a decrease in the 

amount of food waste apart from a Friday which continues to be problematic. 

Budget 

Our PEF budget has been confirmed for the next four years.  There is little change to this so our PSO, 

Nurture and Support for the most vulnerable through our Family Support Worker will remain in 

place.   Hannah Watt has been appointed to the post of Learning Community Transition teacher.  

She will be a great miss at Trinity. 



Learning @ Trinity 

We have been delighted to, once again, be able to widen the learning experiences that we provide 

for our learners.  P7 enjoyed a fabulous residential week at Benmore,  P6 and P5 have both  

participated in skiing lessons or outdoor learning at the Midlothian Ski Centre, P4 have been to the 

zoo and P2 to Granton Beach.  Scottish Opera worked with P5 and many parents and carers joined 

us outdoors to share the performance.    Our Open Morning saw more than 400 parents and carers 

back in our school – such a fabulous atmosphere.   P1 – P3 parents and carers were able to attend 

face to face parents/carers meetings.   Our Coast to Coast Sports Day was very successful, the May 

Fair saw a tremendous turnout and our P7 show was a triumph.   This term sees our whole school 

picnic to Aberdour along with memorable events for P7.  It is so encouraging and motivating to have 

our school back to being truly at the heart of our community. 

Our final CfE attainment figures are slightly below our norm although nearly all pupils are making 

progress.   The barriers to learning faced by some of our learners are discussed and, as far as is 

possible, these barriers are removed or supported.  As intimated before, the impact of COVID is 

evident and will remain so for the foreseeable future, particularly with regards to health and 

wellbeing.  Some of our learners continue to display dysregulated behaviours which require 

considered and careful support.  We are also seeing an increase in the impact of parents / carers 

own mental health on their children.   
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